LIST OF PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

- AGS HEALTH
- ALLSEC TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
- BEROE
- CALLIDAI MOTOR WORKS PVT LTD
- CATERPILLAR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
- CAVINKARE PVT LTD
- CHOLA BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
- COGNIZANT
- CONGRUENT SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
- CRAYON DATA
- EMPLOYABILITY BRIDGE
- FIS GLOBAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
- FUTURE RETAIL LTD
- HCL TECHNOLOGIES LTD
- HEXAWARE TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
- INDUSIND BANK
- J.P. MORGAN
- L&T SHIPBUILDING LIMITED
- M M FORGINGS LIMITED
- PATTERNS SOFTWARE DESIGN INSTITUTE PVT LTD
- PAYPAL
- RELIANCE RETAIL LTD
- REVMAKX TECHNOLOGIES
- SAINT – GOBAIN INDIA LTD.
- SHRIRAM CITY UNION FINANCE LTD
- SHRIRAM TRANSPORT FINANCE CO LTD
- SPENCER'S RETAIL LTD
- STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
- SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS HOME FINANCE LIMITED
- SUPER AUTO FORGE PRIVATE LIMITED
- SUTHERLAND GLOBAL SERVICES
- TAKE SOLUTIONS GLOBAL LLP
- VIRTUSA
- WHEELS INDIA LIMITED
- WIPRO LIMITED